Correspondence: Verónica Alonso-Ferreira Orphanet Journal of Rare Diseases 2018, 13(Suppl 2):P1 Background Rare diseases (RD) are still lacking of population-based data and epidemiological indicators. The aim of this study is to assess 15-years' time trends of mortality attributed to RD in Spain. Methods Mortality statistics from the Spanish National Statistics Institute provide population-based data [1]. Deaths due to RD were extracted from official annual databases (1999)(2000)(2001)(2002)(2003)(2004)(2005)(2006)(2007)(2008)(2009)(2010)(2011)(2012)(2013). Only those ICD-10 codes considered as RD by SpainRDR experts were included in this study [2]. Annual sex-and age-specific adjusted mortality rates per 100,000 inhabitants were calculated and time trends were performed by joinpoint regression analysis. Results RD mortality represents 1.2% of all registered deaths from 1999 to 2013 in Spain. Mortality attributed to RD is higher in males (51.2%) than females (48.8%). Children (<15 years old) account for 15.2% of deceases. Distribution of RD deaths according to main ICD-10 groups is displayed in Fig. 1 . Regarding time trends of RD mortality (Fig. 2) , there has been a 0.95% decline in the annual age-adjusted death rates due to all RD (-0.95%, p<0.001). In addition: Decrease trends were also observed in the following subgroups: RD of the blood and blood-forming organs and certain rare disorders involving the immune mechanism (-2.06%, p<0.001), RD of the circulatory system (-3.90%, p<0.01), and rare congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (-5.39%, p<0.01). Increase trends of annual age-adjusted death rates were detected for RD of the nervous system (1.85%, p<0.01), RD of the respiratory system (2.39%, p<0.01), RD of the digestive system (1.83%, p<0.05) and those RD affecting the genitourinary system (9.38% p<0.05). Other RD groups have not showed any significant change in this period.
Background
Rare diseases (RD) are still lacking of population-based data and epidemiological indicators. The aim of this study is to assess 15-years' time trends of mortality attributed to RD in Spain. Methods Mortality statistics from the Spanish National Statistics Institute provide population-based data [1] . Deaths due to RD were extracted from official annual databases (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) . Only those ICD-10 codes considered as RD by SpainRDR experts were included in this study [2] . Annual sex-and age-specific adjusted mortality rates per 100,000 inhabitants were calculated and time trends were performed by joinpoint regression analysis. Results RD mortality represents 1.2% of all registered deaths from 1999 to 2013 in Spain. Mortality attributed to RD is higher in males (51.2%) than females (48.8%). Children (<15 years old) account for 15.2% of deceases. Distribution of RD deaths according to main ICD-10 groups is displayed in Fig. 1 . Regarding time trends of RD mortality (Fig. 2) , there has been a 0.95% decline in the annual age-adjusted death rates due to all RD (-0.95%, p<0.001). In addition: Decrease trends were also observed in the following subgroups: RD of the blood and blood-forming organs and certain rare disorders involving the immune mechanism (-2.06%, p<0.001), RD of the circulatory system (-3.90%, p<0.01), and rare congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (-5.39%, p<0.01). Increase trends of annual age-adjusted death rates were detected for RD of the nervous system (1.85%, p<0.01), RD of the respiratory system (2.39%, p<0.01), RD of the digestive system (1.83%, p<0.05) and those RD affecting the genitourinary system (9.38% p<0.05). Other RD groups have not showed any significant change in this period.
Conclusion
Official mortality statistics share criteria for analysing uniform and robust time series, which is useful for studying low-prevalence diseases. Assessed RD mortality trends are valuable information for the health authorities in Spain. Fig. 2 (abstract P1). Annual age-adjusted mortality rates attributed to RD by sex P2 Share4Rare: Social media platform dedicated to rare diseases, using collective intelligence for the generation of awareness and knowledge Dimitrios Athanasiou 3 , Begonya Nafría 1 , Elizabeth Vroom Background Share4Rare project is a digital platform dedicated to rare diseases, using collective intelligence for the generation of awareness and advanced knowledge on this large group of diseases. There are no mandatory patients' registries of rare disease. There is no real or updated data on the geographical and epidemiological incidence of these diseases. The low number of patients for each disease makes difficult the recruitment, the medical intervention and importantly, the development of new therapeutic options for these patients.
Fig. 1 (abstract P1). Distribution of RD deaths according to main ICD-10 groups
While certain social media are already connecting patients and families around the world, the collection of clinical and psycho-social information is not working conveniently and the real patient empowerment remains elusive. Share4Rare will be the first social platform to collect trustable resources, information and tools about rare diseases. It will promote the generation of scientific knowledge thanks to clinical data donation from patients and families. Methods Share4Rare is going to recruit and empower patients and other users linked to rare diseases in two types of communities:
Social communities. Focused in sharing information, solving doubts for the better care and creating registers of patients. We are going to offer educational tools with the aim to empower in: 1) health care, 2) management of patients' associations and 3) research.
Scientific communities. With the aim to offer the opportunity to donate clinical relevant data that can change the course of the disease. This data will make feasible the description of the natural history and create an exhaustive clinical register of patients. Patients and careers are going to work with a methodology of research based on the collective intelligence with a three steeps cycle:°A ccess to educational chapters about the disease, written with lay language.°F ill in medical surveys with specific and exhaustive questions regarding the different contents of the medical chapters.°S tatistical reports including the main medical results.
Results
Creation of an international community of patients while we erase the geographical, language boundaries. Digital tools to communicate disseminate and educate in the care and treat of rare diseases. Increase the social awareness. Promote other research projects focused on the study of new therapeutic options.
Conclusions
The use of social media platforms can change in a positive way the devastating reality of rare diseases. By eliminating the geographical and language boundaries this is a way to avoid the misinformation and isolation that rare disease patients and families face nowadays. Background Clinical prevention and treatment guidelines are essential to ensure the high standards of living for individuals with a rare and potential disabling condition. The need of a universal frame for a holistic care becomes more urgent. Countries differ in size, economy, population and health and social care systems. To support good data collection, interoperable information systems based on fixed standards need to be put in place [1] . Thalassemia, an inherited blood disorder due to a mutated haemoglobin gene, occurs across the globe [2] . Abnormal haemoglobin causes early destruction of red blood cells which manifests as anaemia, usually in childhood. Methods To study the applicability of universal standards, we compared thalassaemia care in two countries, one in Asia and one in Europe. Sri Lanka and the Netherlands are similar in population size but have different economy, size, and health system. Both countries offer a population screening program and recognize a medical care guideline. We aligned both the screening practice and guidelines with universal standards: Standard for identifying health measurements, observations, and documents (LOINC), International Classification of Diseases (ICD), International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF), Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System (ATC), Clinical health terminology (SNOMED), Classification of rare diseases (ORPHA) and Catalogue of Human Genes and Genetic Disorders (OMIM).
Results
We identified a set of international standard terminologies for early diagnostic features of thalassaemia with diagnostics (LOINC, SNOMED) and therapies (ATC) for follow up. Disease terminologies can be defined by ORPHA, OMIM in combination with ICD. The ICD can be connected with the ICF, to document social impact of diseases. However, these terminologies are not used in either health system. Not in Sri Lanka, because healthcare data are still on paper, governed by the family. Nor in the Netherlands, where electronic records are governed by health care institutions and terminologies are implemented mostly for administrative reasons.
Malati Rari Live! https://live.malatirari.it/it/ is an innovative web platform that allows those suffering from rare diseases, or with a suspected rare disease, to get in touch and talk with a network of professionals, right from the comfort of their own home. This is possible thanks to a video conferencing and video consultation system involving professionals from different areas: doctors and specialists, psychologists and consultants, admin staff, representatives of RD patient organizations, people affected by rare diseases and their relatives, people who have already gone through the experience of living with a rare disease thus able to help those who are at the start of the process. In particular, the service has three main focus: legaladministrative issues for rare patients and PO's; psychological support; information on medical, social and health care. MALATIRARI -VIDEO CONSULTATION is the result of a project submitted by UNIAMO FIMR Onlus (Uniamo Italian Non-profit Federation for Rare Diseases) to the "Digital for Social" call launched by the Vodafone foundation. UNIAMO's aim is to use this project to meet the need, emerged from various research projects, to receive correct and up-to-date information, together with the possibility to talk to people who have experienced the same situation and with qualified professionals. Available in 5 languages and other communication systems, the platform is available for international users, thanks to an innovative on-line video-interpreting service that can be also used by deaf people who use Italian sign language (LIS) thanks to a sign language interpreter. A large component of content is made with an alternative augmentative communication (CAA) to be as inclusive as possible. Psychological support is another important service offered by MalatiRari Live! in collaboration with SAIO, the Information and Orientation Service of UNIAMO FIMR Onlus which already responds to the toll-free number 800662541. The service will be available in form of teleconsultation on the platform to give psychological support to RD patients and caregivers that have to cope with the burden of worries, anxiety, anger and discouragement that they often experience. To access the video consultation service users must simply click on the REGISTER button in the top right-hand corner and select: Professional, Association, User, ePAG. Once the registration is completed the service is available. Patient representatives from European Reference Networks (ERNs) are also for part of the community. The interpreting service provided also opens the network up to international experts, respecting European guidelines on rare and complex diseases.
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Development of an information pack to support families with children with Infantile Onset Pompe Disease to go to school Vivienne Beckett 1 , Jane Lewthwaite 2 1 Sanofi Genzyme, Oxford, Oxfordshire, OX4 2SU, UK; 2 ssociation for Glycogen Storage Disease (UK) (AGSD-UK), Droxford, Southampton, SO32 3QY, UK Correspondence: Vivienne Beckett (Vivienne.beckett@sanofi.com) Orphanet Journal of Rare Diseases 2018, 13(Suppl 2):P5 Background Pompe disease, an ultra-rare genetic disorder, affects infants, children and adults. It impacts muscle with potential consequences for breathing, eating, sleeping, and mobility [1] . The classic infantile-onset form (IOPD) affecting children diagnosed under one year is severe and extremely rare [1] . Historically, most babies with IOPD died before their first birthday [1] , however now children are reaching the age where they can go to school. The benefit of school extends beyond learning the curriculum -children can build relationships, make friends and gain confidence. Methods A Clinical Nurse Specialist at Great Ormond Street Hospital approached Sanofi Genzyme to look for ways to help more children with IOPD to experience and engage in a full primary educational life, whilst acknowledging parental concerns about how their child could safely thrive in this new and challenging environment. Sanofi Genzyme coordinated a core steering group comprising a broad group of clinicians, parents whose children had made the transition to school, and the AGSD-UK to develop content to meet their needs. A comprehensive information pack was developed with sections for both parents and schools. The parent sections help families understand their rights and discuss with their chosen school the changes/adaptations that are needed to fully support their child's development. The school sections of the pack were developed to help schools understand the impact IOPD has on a child and their family and how to support them. The pack was reviewed by both other UK specialist treatment centres that treat IOPD and was disseminated to parents by metabolic clinical nurse specialists, and via AGSD-UK. Results All families in the UK of school-age children with IOPD received the pack. Qualitative feedback on the resource pack highlights the value of the information to parents when engaging with schools about the needs of their children. Significant improvements in health-outcomes and the experiences of children have been documented through the use of these resources [2] . Unexpected positive outcomes include the education of other care professionals like physiotherapists and dentists about IOPD and that the pack supports application process for disability benefits. Metabolic nurses also report that the pack provides such a comprehensive resource that they can communicate more efficiently and effectively with education providers.
Conclusion
The pack has enabled families to obtain Education and Health Care Plans which provide a formal basis for extra care and support through school and results in parents feeling more confident about their children joining the education setting.
Patient registries are considered as important tools for rare disorder surveillance. In Norway, a disorder is considered rare when there are less than 100 known cases per million inhabitants [1] . Currently, there is no nationwide record of rare disorder cases in Norway, and such knowledge is highly requested. The Norwegian National Advisory Unit on Rare Disorders consists of nine centres of expertise, each responsible for specific disorders, which provide services to ensure that people with rare disorders receive holistic and individually based care. In order for a service to be established for a rare disorder, the condition must meet the criteria of being congenital/of genetic origin, as well as being complex and compound. Furthermore, there must be a need for multidisciplinary and cross-institutional services throughout the course of life. In order to meet the needs of increased visibility and survey of rare disorders, the Norwegian National Advisory Unit on Rare Disorders has initiated the work of creating a national population-based patient registry, the Norwegian Registry on Rare Disorders [https://sjeldenregisteret.no]. Establishment of the registry is part of our 2017-2021 strategy and development of the registry is supported by the Norwegian Directorate of Health. An advisory board has been closely involved in the establishment process. The primary objective of the registry is epidemiologic surveillance of rare disorders in Norway. This, in turn, will contribute to ensuring equity in services to patients with rare disorders. Furthermore, the registry will facilitate recruitment of patients to clinical trials and create a basis for quality assessment and research purposes. The registry will also serve as a basis for policy making and planning of health and social services for people with rare disorders. The registry will be based on informed consent from the participants and, according to Norwegian legislation; a license from the Norwegian Data Protection Authority is required. The license was obtained in April 2018 and we propose to initiate data collection by the end of 2018. The registry will consist of core data, mainly comprising patient ID (national identification number) and information on demographics and diagnosis. We aim to create a registry that harmonizes with international standards. Data will be collected by health care professionals. Close collaboration with national health services and patient organisations will be of a crucial importance for a successful implementation of the Norwegian Registry on Rare Disorders.
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Autism spectrum disorder in patients with rare diseases Adriana Bobinec, Ana-Maria Ivankov, Mijana Kero, Ivona Sansović, Ingeborg Barišić Children's Hospital Zagreb, Medical School University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia Orphanet Journal of Rare Diseases 2018, 13(Suppl 2):P7 Background Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a heterogeneous group of neurodevelopmental disorders defined by impaired social-communication and presence of restricted, repetitive patterns of behaviour or interests. According to European Commission (2005), estimated prevalence of ASD in UK was between 10-30 per 10 000. The ASD has a strong genetic basis indicated by higher recurrence risk within affected families and in monozygotic vs. dizygotic twins, as well as the co-occurrence with chromosomal disorders and rare genetic syndromes. Objective Clinical and molecular analysis of ASD patients in order to identify patients with rare disorders associated with genomic copy number variants (CNVs). Methods Our study included 110 children referred to us with psychiatric diagnosis of ASD. Patient's samples were screened for clinically relevant CNVs using chromosomal microarray in period from Jan 2016 until Jan 2018. We also analysed available parental samples. Results CMA analysis detected CNVs in 21 of total 110 patients studied. Pathogenic CNVs were found in 13 patients (Group A) while in additional 8 patients we detected variants of unknown significance (VUS) (Group B). Genetic changes found among patients in Group A included: 1p36 deletion (1), 2q33.1 deletion (1), 8p23.1 microdeletion (1), 15q11.2 microdeletion (2), 15q11-q13 duplication (1), 15q13.3 microdeletion (1), 17p11.2 deletion (1), 22q11.21 micro duplication (1) and 22q13.3 deletion (1). We also found small deletions associated with autism that affected region 2q21.1 (1) and genes CNTNAP2 (1) and NRXN1 (1). All patients in Group B had duplications that ranged from 131Kb to 1.6Mb. In one patient we found 16p13.11 micro duplication (1.6Mb) known to be associated with ASD and other variable phenotypic features. Pathogenicity of this CNV is unclear since it has also been found in healthy individuals. In 5 patients CNVs included genes involved in: neuronal development FGF12 (2), CNTNAP2 (1); axon guidance PLXNA4 (1) and gene associated with Xlinked mental retardation BRWD3 (1) but since duplications of these genes have no evidence of pathogenicity, they have been categorized as VUS. In additional two patients we found CNVs in 1p13.3 and Xq26.2 regions that have been previously detected in patients with intellectual disability but their clinical significance is still uncertain.
Conclusion
Detailed clinical and diagnostic assessment should be performed in all patients presenting with autistic features. CMA analysis proved to be useful diagnostic tool in diagnosing rare genetic conditions in individuals with autistic spectrum disorder.
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Qol-gNMD and patient reported functioning in genetic neuromuscular diseases: a new rasch tool François Constant Boyer The "Quality of Life in genetic Neuromuscular Disease" questionnaire (QoL-gNMD) is a new patient reported outcome (PRO) measure tool specifically designed for patients with a slowly progressive neuromuscular disease with genetic predominant muscular damage. The QoL-gNMD has been developed in 3 domains: "Impact of Physical Symptoms", "Self-perception" and "Activities and Social Participation". The objective was to construct and develop a PRO tool, easy to use in clinical settings, and validated by rasch model theories. Methods Qol-gNMD was developed using focus groups consisting of expert patients meeting (5 focus group, n = 41, item bank) [1] and then a quantitative construction phase (n = 150, principal component and RMT analysis) [2] . The French version of the QOL-gNMD (26 items) was administered to patients recruited in 9 tertiary hospitals dedicated to genetic neuromuscular diseases (Fig. 1) . Each QoL-gNMD domain is measured on a T score metric i.e. a normal distribution with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. High values represent good quality of life. Standard errors of measurement were estimated and adjusted using rasch model theories (RMT). For each QoL-gNMD domain we estimated, face validity, test retest reproducibility, concordant validity and the conditional minimum detectable changes [3] . Results 315 patients were recruited for psychometric assessment. Each domain showed good psychometric properties (person separation index > 0.7, test-retest ICC>0.7) and fitted the partial credit model (RMT) ( Table 1) . Concurrent validity was assessed using the WHOQOL-BREF. Estimated conditional MDC were calculated for each possible measure change. Conclusion QoL-gNND is an operational rasch validated measure. QoL-gNMD English version is available. We need psychometric validations of the English version and studies of psychometric properties for each pathology. Retina International is a global umbrella group of 43 patient led member organisations who collaborated with a Scientific and Medical Advisory Board, Geneticists, young retinal researchers and media specialists to develop a fully accessible On-line Patient Toolkit on Genetic Testing. The Toolkit was rolled out in 2017 and was supported by a dedicated communications campaign. The objective of this unique multi-stakeholder project is to provide educational tools to patients and medical professionals that will enable coordinated global advocacy for equitable access to and reimbursement of Genetic Testing Services. Inherited Retinal Diseases (IRDs) cause severe vision loss and the impact on quality of life is immense. Following decades of research potential treatments are now emerging. The genetic characteristics of IRDs mean a reliable genetic diagnosis is a prerequisite for inclusion in clinical trials. However, low levels of awareness among patients and medical professionals and issues of cost have resulted in a barrier to access. Retina International (RI) developed an on-line Genetic Testing Toolkit to educate stakeholders about the new possibilities of genetic diagnosis, providing tools to advocate for accessibility to and reimbursement of genetic testing services nationally and internationally. RI worked with its patient members, clinicians and researchers using focus groups, webinars and surveys to establish the level of knowledge in the first instances in each country and then among individual patients and their representatives. The surveys allowed for establishing the level of knowledge of the medical professionals with which the patients interact. Through a multi-stakeholder approach developed a consensus approach to inform a suite of accessible web based communications materials targeted at patient organisations and professionals in ophthalmology. RIs high level Scientific and Medical Advisory Board (SMAB) worked with a team of patient leaders drawn from seven countries and students in retinal research to collate the information generated and write content. A design team with expertise in accessible media are facilitating the production of simple user friendly downloadable materials including text, audio, and visual content for global application. Working with these stakeholders to provide advocacy tools to ensure fair and equitable access to testing will assist in the populating patient registers and better facilitating the clinical trial process and will ultimately expedite innovation in the area of ophthalmology and empower patients through education and knowledge dissemination. Off-label use of medicines is the practice of using a medicine outside of its authorized indications. In rare diseases, the use of medicinal products off-label is widespread and primarily driven by the lack of authorized medicines for specific indications. This was confirmed by a recent Commission's study in this area, which identifies the large amount of rare diseases and the difficulty and high cost of carrying out clinical trials as the main reasons for the lack of authorized drugs.
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Retina International
While not optimal, off-label prescribing may remain essential to address unmet medical needs of patients with rare diseases. However, off-label practice, by definition, entails an increased risk for patients compared to medications that have gone through the authorization process. This is especially concerning because the manner in which countries deal with the off-label use of medicines is not harmonized across the European Union. We believe that the below criteria, drawn together by independent experts, and stemming from decades of research and clinical practice, serve to provide a clear framework on when and how the offlabel use of medicinal products can safely take place. They are applicable to the rare diseases field as well as to other areas where offlabel use frequently occurs, such as paediatric care. In light of the above, off-label use of medicinal products should only occur if all of the following criteria are met:
1. Presence of a medical therapeutic need based on a current examination of the patient by a suitably qualified health care professional; 2. Absence of authorized treatment and licensed alternatives tolerated by the patient or repeated treatment failure; 3. A documented review and critical appraisal of available scientific evidence favours off-label use to respond to the unmet medical need of the individual patient; 4. Patients (or their legal representative) must be given sufficient information about the medicines that are prescribed to allow them to make an informed decision; 5. Presence of established reporting routes for outcomes and adverse events linked to off-label use.
The identified criteria do not aim to limit off-label use, but seek to promote a harmonized approach for its occurrence in order to maintain the highest levels of patient safety and minimize adverse events. People living with rare diseases (RD) are vulnerable to healthcare systems because standard procedures are not adequate to these patients. Catalonia has defined a care model by considering the viewpoint of RD's patients [1] , clinicians, professionals of administration bodies and the recommendations published by EUCERD [2] and the MSSSI [3] . It aims to optimize the available resources and improve care quality, integrating patient care levels and circuits that guarantee access to clinical expertise unit networks (XUEC). (Fig. 1) Person-centred care. Care is organized around the affected person and its family.
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Key concepts of the Model
Equity of access. Guaranties that every person affected by a RD has fast access to specialized care.
Expertise identification. A XUEC per group of RD. Essential criteria: expertise, comprehensive care plan (diagnosis, treatment, monitoring), multidisciplinary team, case management, transition from paediatric to adult care and commitment to share knowledge.
Integrated care network. It has two levels and implies a collaborative attitude and eHealth tools usage: -expert care level (XUEC) based on clinical expertise units (a network itself). It leads knowledge sharing, promotes teamwork and shares patient's therapeutic and monitoring process with the territorial level. -territorial/community level, close to patient's residence.
Includes: primary healthcare, territorial hospitals, other health services, as well as social, educational and labour resources.
Catalan population registry. Generation of RD high quality data from XUECs.
Process of Implementation (Fig. 2)
Thematic groups of RD. RD (~7.000) are grouped in thematic groups (similar to ERN 3 grouping).
By phases. A few RD thematic groups will be prioritized and worked annually. In 2017, the first XUEC was designated; it addresses Genetic cognitive behavioural diseases. Next XUEC call calendar: Hereditary metabolic disorders and Kidney diseases in 2018, Neuromuscular diseases and Immunodeficiency, auto inflammatory and autoimmune diseases during 2019.
Collaborative approach. RD groups are prioritized in collaboration with the Catalan RD Expert Committee (integrated by patients, professional experts, and three Catalan Ministries -health, welfare and education-). A second committee constituted by representatives from 11 hospitals gives support.
Professional's participation. Call's specific criteria are defined by experts in the field of the RD group. During 2017-2018 around 100 professionals have participated in the process.
Quality assessment. A quality framework and periodic followups assure expertise by establishing a dynamic model of evaluation (includes patients' participation).
The model described hopes to resolve the main problems identified in the attention of RD by changing the traditional model towards a more person-centred care. The success of this model depends mainly in maintaining dialog and collaboration with patients and professionals, and the engagement of health care providers and CatSalut itself. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . So far, there is no pharmacological treatment. Retinal hemangioblastomas are the most common tumour and the earliest to give symptoms, causing retinal exudates, among others. Juxtapapillary and optic nerve hemangioblastomas are difficult and risky to be treated, and in most cases these patients lose their vision without any alternative [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Propranolol is a-non selective β-blocker whose safety has been demonstrated [11] . It's the first-line treatment for infantile hemangioma [13, 14] ; recent studies proved its use in breast cancer, melanoma, cavernous hemangiomas, and it may increase the efficacy of chemotherapy [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Albiñana et al. in vitro assays shown that propranolol decreases HIF expression levels and suggesting a potential role of propranolol as vasoconstrictor, antiangiogenic agent (inhibiting VEGF), and proapoptotic drug (leading to cell apoptosis) [10, 12] . To evaluate therapeutic effect of propranolol in VHL disease, a clinical trial including 7 VHL patients with juxtapapillary or peripheral hemangioblastomas was developed. Patients took 120 mg/day propranolol and were monitored at baseline and at 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months after. On every visit alongside the treatment, funduscopy as well as different biomarkers from blood samples were analysed. As the main clinical outcomes, number and size of tumours present on the retina remained stable and no new tumours appeared. To highlight, the reabsorption of the exudation in the only two patients who had it initially, being progressive and clear (Figs. 1 and 2). These outcomes correlated with the decreasing of VEGF plasma levels from the first month of treatment in a significant manner (p<0.001), reaching normal levels (<50 pg/ml) in all cases after 3 months of treatment. Moreover, a decrease in the expression of tumour stemness genes (Sox-2, Oct-4), and proangiogenic genes (Epo and VEGF), an increase in proapoptotic gene Bax was found. These are the first biomarkers proposed to monitor the VHL disease activity [10, 12] . The results of this trial led to the orphan drug designation of propranolol by the European Medicines Agency EMA, to treat the VHL disease (EU/3/17/1841). Propranolol may be used in the future for diseases where VEGF is involved, so new trials are needed. As peripheral blood levels of VEGF and miR210 correlated with retinal disease, they may be good biomarkers of the disease in the future [10, 12] .
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Trial registration
Identifier 2014-003671-30 Protocol code: VHL-HOPE-2014-1 Consent to publish All patients included in this clinical trial gave their consent to participate and be published. Background healthbank is revolutionizing how personal healthcare data is exchanged, stored and monetized. Health data today is complex -it often is stored in closed ecosystems, sits dormant, is nearly never seen by the end user -the patient. Exchanging personal health data is difficult -patients and care providers rarely have a complete record of an individual. Health consumerism is driving how care is delivered and accessed. Patients increasingly have more data and choices at their fingertips and healthbank's ecosystem enables users to securely store and exchange data with a range of healthcare, pharmaceutical and wellness and lifestyle service providers. Idea and Implementation healthbank was formed as a cooperative in 2013 in Switzerland. Our unique selling proposition (USP) is that the control and ownership of the data is solely with the user, which means that not only does healthbank come under the European Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in terms of data protection, but it also represents a neutral and independent entity in the health data market. Users, by giving consent, may share the collected data with other individuals or institutions (family members, physicians, caregivers, etc.) to optimize their own therapies and care. In addition, they can share their "real life data" for research purposes with research institutions and companies, anonymously and for an appropriate reward. The organizational model of a Swiss cooperative ensures that the data remain the property of and under the sole sovereignty of the user and only he or she may decide on the further use of the data. (Fig. 1 ). All of them are open to any rare disease and available free of charge. The Genome-Phenome Analysis Platform [https://platform.rd-connect.eu] is a centralized data repository and a user-friendly online analysis system combining omics data (genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics) with clinical information at individual-patient, family or cohort level. Whole-genome, exome and gene panel datasets are submitted by the end-user and processed by a standardised analysis and annotation pipeline to make data from different sequencing providers comparable. Raw data is deposited at the European Genome-phenome Archive for long-term storage. Clinical information is recorded in the PhenoTips system, which simplifies entry of clinical data using the Human Phenotype Ontology. Results are available to the submitter and authorised users through the highly configurable platform, which enables advanced filtering and prioritization of variants. Users can analyse their own patients and compare results with other submitted cohorts, including queries such as: "Does this variant exist in this cohort?" and "Are there patients in other databases with matching phenotype and variants in the same gene?". The Platform already includes thousands of datasets from partner projects such as NeurOmics [https://rd-neuromics.eu/] and BBMRI-LPC [www.bbmri-lpc.org]. In 2018, it became the primary data sharing and analysis platform for the Solve-RD project [http:// solve-rd.eu/], which will bring in 19,000 unsolved cases from European Reference Networks over 5 years. RD-Connect is free and open for contributions from individual research groups and other projects. The Registry & Biobank Finder [3] [http://catalogue.rd-connect.eu/] is a directory or rare disease patient registries and biobanks. For each Fig. 1 (abstract P17) . Healthbank ecosystem. Healthbank as a global platform is especially attractive for people with rare diseases. It provides a platform where people not only can host their medical and fitness data but also can search for and connect to people with the same symptoms; and in a second step, can contribute with their data to research and thus foster new therapies in fields with unmet medical needs resource, it provides contact data, numbers of patients/samples available for each disease and documentation. The Sample Catalogue [https://samples.rd-connect.eu] allows browsing biosample collections stored in rare disease biobanks using powerful filtering functions. It provides detailed information about individual biosamples, including disease, diagnosis type, sample type, sex, availability of genetic and registry data and of samples from the patient's relatives. Currently, the Sample Catalogue includes over 25,000 samples stored by rare disease biobanks in the EuroBioBank Network [4] . The work is ongoing to interconnect the three systems, to allow queries such as finding biosamples from patients with a specific genetic variant and identifying registries that hold their data. The Norwegian Advisory Unit on Rare Disorders (NKSD) established an open online academy in 2017. The target group is professionals working with people with rare disorders. Background Research and experience shows that when professionals lack knowledge, it makes life more challenging for people with a rare disorder. Goal Sjelden.no's goal is to effectively increase the knowledge about rare disorders amongst professionals by providing easy access, highquality and relevant information. Target group Sjelden.no's target group is professionals working with people with rare disorders and their families. This includes professionals working in all sectors (government/private, health, school, kindergarten, special services etc.) Staff Sjelden.no consists of three fulltime staff members (editor, course developer and multimedia consultant), who collaborates closely with the nine centres for rare disorders in Norway. The staff is located at Frambu Resource Centre for Rare Disorders. Digital learning resources Sjelden.no offers a variety of different digital learning resources such as e-learning courses, videos, podcasts and lectures. In collaboration with the Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences, Sjelden.no is also developing a course on rare diseases giving 10 ECTS. The first students will enrol in the autumn of 2019.
Call for Action
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High quality content
The resources are developed, and quality assured by the leading experts on rare disorders in Norway. Learning outcome Due to most professionals' busy schedules, Sjelden.no is striving to maximize the learning outcome in a time efficient manner. Sjelden.no does this by incorporating learning methods that have been documented to give the best learning outcome. Feedback "I now have a much deeper understanding and feel more prepared for difficult situations that can arise" -Health professional "As parents to a child with Neurofibromatosis, we are grateful that you have made an e-learning course about the diagnose targeting school professionals. Our dialogue with the school are now much better and productive. The school professionals have an increased and up-to-date knowledge about the diagnose and various challenges our child faces" -Father Background Most patients with rare diseases (RD) feel they do not receive the attention they deserve. 'Expertise Mapped' was therefore set up to visualise the organisation of care for RD from the patients' perspective (Fig. 1) . Part of the developed method (based on EUCERD Quality Criteria) consists of an online survey to gather the patients' perspective on health care. The whole method is explained on the website Expertise Mapped [https://www.expertisemapped.org]. From the collected data we have distilled common interests that can be used to advocate the needs of patients with RD. Method Between 2013 and 2017 1802 Dutch patients with 191 different RD filled in the online survey. Distinctive characteristics and similarities were identified and analysed with the one-way ANOVA and Paired Samples T-Test. Results 28.7% of patients indicates to experience problems regarding their care. The greatest issue is the lack of knowledge among healthcare professionals regarding their disease (57.5%, Fig. 2 ). Overall, patients experience most difficulties with healthcare professionals other than their general practitioner or medical specialist (p<0.05). Problems identified by the entire group are: insufficient support regarding the organisation/coordination of care (29.5%) and insufficient psychological support (36.1%). Of this latter group, 50.0% indicates a need for psychological support, 46.8% of whom would like this to be offered by the specialist at the university medical centre. Of all respondents, 44.0% is aware of the existence of a centre of expertise (CE). 53.7% is willing to travel to always see an expert. Conclusion Despite the introduction of government-designated CEs in The Netherlands in 2014, less than half of the patients is aware of their existence. CEs should thus increase their visibility for patients, Fig. 1 (abstract P18) . The RD-Connect infrastructure facilitates rare disease research by connecting different types of data into a common resource emphasize their added value and involve patients in the organisation of care, possibly with the method of 'Expertise Mapped'. Our data show that most patients are willing to travel to an expert. When a larger proportion of patients is seen in a CE, the knowledge of RD will increase and the quality of care will improve. Simultaneously, experts must pass along their expertise to other healthcare professionals to decrease the knowledge gap. Support for patients in the organisation/coordination of care is also important and should be provided by someone from the CE. This person should also stimulate the collaboration between different healthcare professionals and have attention for psychological support. All these data suggest there is a larger role for the CEs to fill the gaps that patients experience. The most characteristic signs of HAE are recurrent attacks of severe swelling. At worst the attacks can be lethal in case no proper medicine is available. The aim of the survey was to acquire more knowledge of the impact of Finnish HAE on patients' quality of life and to develop the services and support provided for the HAE patients. Two surveys were conducted in 2017 -2018. Results Almost half of the respondents had waited for the diagnosis over eight years or more after first symptoms and doubts. During the process, many patients experienced negative attitudes towards themselves and lack of support. The impact of HAE on patients' life varies a lot. Half of the respondents evaluated their quality of life poor. On the other hand, almost half of them found the impact of HAE very low. The role of the relatives was important for over half of the respondents. The nonpredictable and possibly lethal nature of attacks caused stress to both patients and relatives. During the last five years over half of the respondents have experienced a lot of individual variation in functionality. Over 40 % of the respondents estimate the negative impact of HAE being high. The respondents described how the non-predictable nature of attacks made their life difficult. Over half of the respondents claimed that HAE had affected their working career a lot. Also prejudices from the part of co-workers and employers are commonly reported in the open-ended questions. 40 % of the respondents evaluated that HAE had reduced and restricted their social life a lot. Most of the patients comment that with the help of medicine the quality of social life has improved. Most patients have their follow-up organized in specialized health care units. Still, many have never met hospital's social worker. Everyone was familiar with medical expenses reimbursement, but other social benefits and services are known only to some of them. Conclusions Health care professionals should pay more attention to the impacts of HAE on everyday life. Social workers should be always involved when evaluating patients' needs for support. Further the role of relatives should better be taken into consideration in order to ensure the needed support. Health care professionals should be better informed about the impact of HAE on patients. Further the co-operation with health and social care professionals should be enforced, especially within the Finnish ERN Skin Centre in Helsinki University Hospital. 
Method
The challenges to design and analyse small population clinical trials are described in [1] . The project's currently 80 publications in peer-reviewed journals to date are used to derive recommendations linking the nine scientific IDeAl work packages adaptive design, biomarkers, decision theory, extrapolation, genetic factors, optimal design, pharmacogenetics, randomisation and simulation. The recommendations are related to various aspects of planning and analysis of a small population clinical trial. Results The developments of the IDeAl work packages are summarized in 33 recommendations from an applied viewpoint, giving researchers a comprehensive guidance to the improved methodology (see Table 1 ). In particular, the findings will help to design and analyse efficient clinical trials in rare diseases with limited number of patients available. IDeAl established a new perspective on design and analysis of smallpopulation clinical trials by a huge number of options to refine the statistical methodology for small-population clinical trials from various perspectives. Details can be found in [2] . Conclusion Contrasting the 33 recommendations developed to the particular practical clinical situation the researcher is able to tailor the design and analysis of his small population clinical trial. The route to improvements is demonstrated by the IDeAl-network representing the unique new statistical methodological skills necessary to design and analyse small-population clinical trials. Training of biostatisticians and physician is necessary to apply the methods for improvement of clinical research in rare diseases. Decision Theory -Carl-Fredrik Burman R 1. Formulate decision rules in a formal Bayesian decision-theoretic framework. R 2. Societal decision rules (regulation, reimbursement) should be determined based on explicit modelling of how they will inter-depend with commercial drug developing decisions. R 3. Increase transparency in regulatory and payer decisions. R 4. The well-being of the individual trial patient must have priority. Simulation of Clinical Trials -Mats Karlsson R 5. If fast computations of power curves are needed from a non-linear mixed effects model, we recommend using the parametric power estimation algorithm as implemented in the stochastic simulation and estimation tool of PsN. R 6. The simulation methods described above can be utilized to investigate the effects of using different, smaller, more parsimonious models to evaluate data from complicated biological systems prior to running a clinical study. R 7. We recommend the use of Sampling Importance Resampling to characterize the uncertainty of non-linear mixed effects model parameter estimates in small sample size studies. Non-estimability of parameters may be assessed using preconditioning. The use of the bootstrap model averaging method is recommended when conducting model-based decision-making after a trial. Robust model-based adaptive optimal designs may be used to improve model certainty in clinical trials. Optimal Design -France Mentré R 8. For evaluation of designs of studies with longitudinal discrete or time-to-event data, evaluation of the Fisher Information matrix should be done without linearization. Using the new approach MC-HMC (in the R package MIXFIM) will provide adequate prediction of standard errors and allow to compare several designs. R 9. When there is little information on the value of the parameters at the design stage, adaptive designs can be used. Two-stage balanced designs are a good compromise. The new version of in the R functions PFIM can be used for adaptive design with continuous longitudinal data. R 10. When there is uncertainty in the model regarding the parameters, a robust approach across candidate models should be used to design studies with longitudinal data. Genetic Factor Identification -Malgorzata Bogdan R 11. It is recommended to use "varclust" for clustering of gene expression or metabolomics data and extraction of a small number of potential predictors of patients' response to the treatment based on highly dimensional "omics". Also, it is recommended to use PESEL for estimation of the number of important principal components. R 12. It is recommended to use both regular and group SLOPE for identification of biomarkers based on the genotype data, since regular SLOPE has a higher power of detection of additive gene effects, while group SLOPE allows for identification of rare recessive variants. R 13. It is recommended to use the modified Bayesian Information Criterion for efficient aggregation of genotype and ancestry of genetic markers and identifying biomarkers in admixed populations. Surrogate Endpoints Evaluation -Geert Molenberghs R 14. In case of small trials, which are in particular variable in size, we recommend the use of the causal inference framework, combined with efficient computational methods. R 15. In case of the evaluation of surrogate endpoints in small trials subject to missingness, we recommend the use of pseudo-likelihood estimation with proper inverse probability weighted and doubly robust corrections R 16. In case of hierarchical and otherwise complex designs, we recommend using principled, yet fast and stable, two-stage approaches. R 17. In case of genetic and otherwise high-dimensional markers, we recommend the use the methodology expressly developed for this context, in conjunction with the software tools made available (R package IntegratedJM). R 18. In case of a surrogate with dose-response or otherwise multivariate information present, we recommend to use the Quantitative Structure Transcription Assay Relationship framework results. R 19. In case of the evaluation of surrogate endpoints in small studies, we recommend using weightingbased methods, because the methodology has been shown to work well theoretically, it has been implemented in user-friendly software, and its practical performance is fast and stable. Assessment of Randomization -Ralf-Dieter Hilgers R 20. Do not select a randomisation procedure by arbitrary arguments, use scientific arguments based on the impact of randomisation on the study endpoint taking into account the expected magnitude of bias. R 21. Tailor the randomisation procedure used in small-population randomized clinical trial by following ERDO using randomizeR. R 22. In case of a randomized clinical trial, we recommend to conduct a sensitivity analysis to examine the impact of bias on the type-I-error probability. Adaptive Design -Franz König R 23. In the case of confirmatory testing, we recommend adapting the significance level by incorporating other information, e.g. using information from drug development programs in adults for designing and analyzing pediatric trials. R 24. Where randomized control clinical trials are infeasible, we propose "threshold-crossing" designs within an adaptive development program as a way forward to enable comparison between different treatment options. R 25. In the case of design modification during the conduct of a confirmatory clinical trial, we recommend using adaptive methods to ensure that the type-I-error is sufficiently controlled not to endanger confirmatory conclusions. Especially in clinical trial with multiple objectives special care has to be taken to address several sources of multiplicity. Pharmacogenetics -Stephen Senn R 26. For the analysis of N-of-1 trials, we recommend using an approach that is a modified fixed-effects meta-analysis for the case where establishing that the treatment works is the objective, and an approach through mixed models if variation in response to treatment is to be studied. R 27. When conducting a series of N-of-1 trials we recommend paying close attention to the purpose of the study and calculating the sample size accordingly using the approach provided in detail in Senn. R 28. We recommend that response should not be defined using arbitrary and naïve dichotomies but that it should be analysed carefully paying due attention to components of variance and where possible using designs to identify them. R 29. When analyzing between-patient studies, we recommend avoiding information-destroying transformations (such as dichotomies) and exploiting the explanatory power of covariates, which may be identified from ancillary studies and patient databases. Extrapolation -Holger Dette R 30. The comparison of dose response curves should be done by the bootstrap approach. R 31. If the aim of the study is the extrapolation of efficacy and safety information, we recommend considering and comparing the MEDs of two given populations. R 32. The derived methodology shows a very robust performance and can be used also in cases where no precise information about the functional form of the regression curves is available. R 33. In case of planning a dose-finding study comparing two populations, we recommend to use optimal designs in order to achieve substantially more precise results. 
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Patients and carers living with rare conditions frequently report poor emotional wellbeing and mental health but this has not been studied before. This study was designed to: (1) document the impact of living with, or caring for someone with, a rare condition, and experiences of health and other support services in relation to mental health; and (2) develop recommendations for improvement in mental health support for patients and carers.
Method
This was a mixed methods study with UK participants recruited through Rare Disease UK, Genetic Alliance UK and SWAN UK (syndromes without a name). Semi-structured interviews with sixteen patients and carers were transcribed and analysed thematically. The identified themes, and findings from the literature, were used to develop an online survey. The survey was disseminated through the same networks. Statistical analysis of 1,921 responses was mainly descriptive. The interview and survey findings led to specific recommendations for improvement which were refined through consultation at a stakeholder workshop. Stakeholders included representatives of patient organisations, professional organisations and health services, and individual clinicians, patients and carers. The report was launched in May 2018 [1] . This work was supported by a multi-disciplinary advisory group. The study was approved by the Social Care Research Ethics Committee. Results 1. Living with a rare condition can have a huge impact on emotional wellbeing and mental health, with respondents reporting anxiety, stress, emotional exhaustion and suicidal thoughts. Despite this, positive coping experiences are still possible for many. 2. Some of the drivers of poor mental health reflect issues that are especially significant for conditions that are rare. This includes low levels of awareness of rare conditions among healthcare professionals; poor coordination of care leaving the patient or carer as 'project manager'; difficulties in trying to get a diagnosis for the rare condition; and patients or carers not always being believed when trying to access care for physical health issues. 3. Our data have led to recommendations for improvements in practice through empowering individual healthcare professionals, and for service-level coordination of care to include mental health support [1] .
Conclusions
Emotional wellbeing and mental health are a serious issue for individuals living with a rare condition. The specific drivers of poor mental health, and knock-on effects on people's lives, are many and varied, and often reflect challenges that are particular to rare conditions. We have proposed a series of specific evidence-based recommendations for improvement in support. Capitalizing on the momentum of progress made in rare diseases research over the past six years, the International Rare Diseases Research Consortium (IRDiRC) devised a new set of global rare disease goals for the upcoming decade. Announced in August 2017 [1, 2] , IRDiRC aims to push the limits of what is currently possible in the longer term with an ambitious vision for the field, all with patients' lives in mind: Vision: Enable all people living with a rare disease to receive an accurate diagnosis, care, and available therapy within one year of coming to medical attention. In order to work towards this vision, IRDiRC has set three goals for the next decade:
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1. All patients coming to medical attention with a suspected rare disease will be diagnosed within one year if their disorder is known in the medical literature; all currently diagnosable individuals will enter a globally coordinated diagnostic and research pipeline 2. 1000 new therapies for rare diseases will be approved, the majority of which will focus on diseases without approved options 3. Methodologies will be developed to assess the impact of diagnoses and therapies on rare disease patients
To tackle these goals, following extensive and collective discussion and prioritization, the Consortium defined its new roadmap for 2018 which includes actions to accelerate research and development in rare diseases, and to remove numerous barriers and bottlenecks. These actions are aimed at improving research funding and coordination, identifying strategies to diagnose unsolved cases, facilitating data collection and sharing, advancing therapy development, boosting patient engagement in research, and enabling international collaborations. IRDiRC Committees and Task Forces will deliver a series of recommendations for policies and standards, tools and services, and adoption of best practices in response to the needs of the rare disease community. Objective To improve care for rare disease patients in the German-speaking part of Switzerland.Method Existing expertise in rare diseases was harnessed by building an interdisciplinary network, coordinating existing resources, and making resources visible and hence accessible. A phone and email helpline was established in order to facilitate patient access to resources, experts and expertise.
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Results and Conclusion
In rare diseases, patients are rare, experts are rare and knowledge is fragmented. The unmet need is high, as is the burden on patients. Switzerland is a small country with 8 million inhabitants in four language regions. The number of patients affected by each of the many rare diseases is small and the different languages precipitate the problem. The hospitals of the University Medicine Zurich provide care for many rare disease patients. Rare disease helplines have been established in many countries to help address the challenges faced by patients [1] . In Switzerland, a helpline serving the French-speaking region was successfully set up in 2014. Since 2016 the "Helpline Seltene Krankheiten" is serving the largest language region of Switzerland, the German-speaking part. The free phone and email helpline serves people affected by rare diseases, their loved ones, as well as professionals looking for information such as referrals to resources and experts. A special emphasis is being placed on social resources, patient organizations, and any resources that further patient empowerment. Help is being requested for more adult patients than pediatric patients, which may point towards a higher need in adult care. Clinical experts were most often sought, which due to the small size of Switzerland may sometimes only be found abroad. Patients also look for contact with other patients and we have been able to connect patients within Switzerland and abroad. For rare diseases where there is an active network of experts and / or patient organizations, the helpline usually does not receive inquiries. Patients without a diagnosis were referred to the undiagnosed patient program at the University Hospital Zurich. An effort will be made to make the helpline better known, but it remains unclear how patients who are unaware of the "rare disease label" and patients with lower internet and health literacy can be reached. 
Background
Our understanding of human DNA is ever expanding with over 500,000 genomes sequenced already [1] . Genomic information obtained from next generation sequencing analysis is already entering clinical practice by providing diagnosis for rare disorders. Furthermore, our advancing understanding and knowledge of human DNA together with innovations in genomic technologies are empowering decision making in healthcare. Objective The 100,000 Genomes Project (100kGP) is a continuation of research efforts in the field of genomics with the ambitious objective of implementing genomics medicine into the mainstream NHS as part of patients' routine care [2, 3] for the first time in history in the world delivering personalised medicine. It is a truly ground-breaking project of NHS transformation attempting to deliver a precision medicine giving the right treatment to the right patient at the right time and at the right dose. Local approach Birmingham Children's Hospital (BCH) started recruiting rare disease patients to 100kGP in June 2015. As a leading specialist paediatric centre, it is offering an expert care to children and young people from across the country with 270,000 visits every year. The awardwinning, world-renowned hospital has a strong team of 3,700-staff and great reputation for excellence in many life-changing specialist services. The genomics team at BCH consist of 3 Research Coordinators and a Genomics Assistant led by the Rare Disease Lead (Consultant Nephrologist). The team has developed a streamlined process which incorporates recruitment to Project at the same time as patient's routine appointment. BCH is the highest single contributor of recruits in the UK outside London having consented well over 3000 participants. As a result, the team are able to offer all identified, eligible patients the chance to become part of the project without increasing the work burden for the consultant or the number of appointments for the family; with excellent feedback from both groups.
Conclusion
The approach used at BCH to recruit patients and families affected by rare and undiagnosed diseases to the 100kGP shows that implementing genomics medicine into the mainstream NHS as part of patients' routine care is possible. Patients and their families are very keen to take part. Clinical and scientific expertise will be employed in data analysis and validation and it is hoped that the results from the project will lead to new diagnosis, personalised management and improved outcomes for the patient and the NHS. For the first-time patients and caregivers were asked to answer questions about their health problems and to weigh the impact of the disease on their quality of life. The cost-of-illness (COI) approach was used. Information about the patients' and caregivers' HRQOL was estimated using the generic EQ-5D questionnaire; besides, the patients' disability was assessed through the Barthel Index and Whodas 2.0. The diseases studied were different one form the other, and their prevalence was quite high, but we thought to ask the ISS (Istituto Superiore di Sanità=National Centre for Rare Diseases, Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) Rome Italy) if it could be possible to figure something similar tailored on our problem: The Cri du chat syndrome. It took time to adapt questionnaires without altering them (so that the comparison with "the original" could be possible) and to convince families to fill them (even if boring and time wasting), but in the end we obtained a pretty high participation and a huge amount of data which are now being processed by economists. Already in this ECRD we have the possibility to read preliminary results, which will be precious to allocate resources and help policy makers and other stakeholders to plan wisely. Our Association had already published in 2012 an article on Minerva Pediatrica on "how much having a child with CdC Syndrome had modified parent's life" (*), but this new approach takes into account all different aspects of Quality of Life, and the answer comes from caregivers (very seldom Cri du chat patients are able to fill questionnaires themselves), not from "professionals". We want to point out that even "small" RD can obtain tailored investigations if the proper path is found. RD require the combined efforts of health and social care professionals, politicians, managers and researchers to increase the availability of effective disease management tools to improve care and to extend both life expectancy and Health Related Quality of Life (HRQOL). We thank ISS for their sensibility and hope to have opened a new form of collaboration between associations and institutions, patients and doctors and policy makers. Just asking….
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Orphacodes' use for the codification of rare diseases: results of the testing activity carried out within the RD-Action 
Background
The EC issued a Recommendation in 2014 [1] on how to improve the identification of RD using Orphacodes (OC), developed from the Orphanet classification [2] . Specific activities within the Joint Action for RD (2015-2018) [3] aimed at providing the necessary tools and guidelines to promote the adoption of OC within healthcare information systems across Europe. Methods Developed guidelines and coding resources have been object of a testing activity, divided into two phases. The first phase consisted in a coding exercise, performed using data coming from Veneto region (Italy) and from France, where information systems monitoring RD patients are ongoing since 2002 and 2007, respectively. The analysis performed refers to the period 2007-2016 and to patients with a confirmed diagnosis. Results refer to the first part of the testing activity. The aim is to compare the real world use of OC in these two different settings and to evaluate the impact of the use of OC in terms of comparability of the monitored RD entities and of the monitored RD patients.
Results
The retrospective analysis of OC used in the Veneto region RD registry (VRRDR) and in the National French RD registry (BNDMR) involved 5,349 OC and 98,112 RD patients. Most of the OC belong to the "rare genetic diseases" branch (27% in VRRDR and 26% in BNDMR), followed by the "rare developmental anomalies" branch (14% in VRRDR and 17% in BNDMR) and the "rare neurological diseases" branch (12% in VRRDR and 10% in BNDMR). When considering existing patients, in the BNDMR, they are mainly described by OC belonging to the following groups: genetic RD (20%), rare developmental anomalies, neurological RD (9%), eye RD (7%). In the VRRDR patients' distribution per OC is the following: genetic RD (22%), neurological RD (10%), eye RD (9%), rare developmental anomalies (8%). The differences can be due to the primary sources of data considered: mainly genetic Centres in France and both genetic and clinical Centres in VR. The comparability of patients' distribution increases when considering the hierarchical structure of the classification, especially at the medium levels. Conclusions OC are suitable for use in different settings, showing a high level of comparability, especially if the hierarchical organization and the multidimensionality aspect of the Orphanet classification are preserved. Further issues that should be addressed deal with the level of granularity of the Orphanet classification that has to be considered to achieve better data comparability across MS and how the hierarchical and multidimensional aspect of the Orphanet classification could be exploited to serve RD coding purposes. Background Ten years after the implementation of the European Paediatric Regulation, new medicinal products development in children continues to present some challenges in particular in orphan diseases. A review of available data (EMA publications) relative to Paediatric Investigation Plans (PIPs) for orphan products was performed to identify the possible hurdles and to suggest potential ways of improvement. Results Around 50% [1] of all PIPs approved (2010-2014) postponed their completion by a median of 2.2 years. To date~13% [1] of PIPs managed to get to completion and 45% [2] of these completed PIPs failed to obtain a reward. A total of 150 PIPs [3] have been agreed for orphan medicinal products (OMPs), with around 5% [3] (8) completed so far. The main difficulty for conducting studies in children in accordance with PIP requirements comes from recruitment issues (39% [3] ) and the low numbers of paediatric patients in orphan disease further increases the issue. A broader use and acceptance of innovative approaches such as adaptive designs and extrapolation strategies may help to achieve effective developments. Suggestions for Paediatric regulation evolutions, identified based on the analysis, are displayed on Fig. 1 . Finally, PDCO recommendations and feedback may sometimes be disconnected with the feedback from local Health Authorities (HA) and Ethics Committees (EC) when implementing the agreed paediatric studies. A change in local HA and EC mind-set from "protect children from research" to "protect children through research" is may assist in facilitating conduct of paediatric developments.
Conclusion
The Paediatric Regulation translated into a positive impact on paediatric development of new drugs 3 . However, only few PIPs agreed for OMPs have been completed, and only three OMPs have obtained an extension of the market exclusivity period thanks to successful completion of PIP requirements. Companies developing products in rare diseases are already committed to conducting trials in children, as a large proportion of rare diseases are childhood diseases, but recruitment can be a barrier to PIP completion especially with the additional challenges associated with rare diseases. Rewards linked to PIP completion for OMP may need to be re-evaluated to better fit the current landscape. More flexibility in the PIP regulatory framework and procedural simplifications could help in making sure that children's medical needs are at the forefront of new OMPs development.
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Gene therapy for ADA-SCID patients: Strimvelis as a successful model for the development of accessible advanced therapies for ultra-rare diseases Lucia Monaco 1 , Michela Gabaldo Strimvelis, the first ex-vivo, autologous, stem cell gene therapy for adenosine deaminase severe combined immunodeficiency (ADA-SCID), is available today upon request to children lacking a suitable HLA-matched related donor. This innovative medicine is the result of a 20 years' research and development enterprise by the San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy in Milan, matured into the partnership with GlaxoSmithKline in 2010 that led to marketing authorization in Europe in 2016 (Fig. 1) . The eighteen children treated in the development phase were alive at three or more years' post-treatment and did not undergo any serious adverse events; most had acquired immune competence [1, 2] . Four additional patients treated under expanded access and five children treated after the marketing authorization are showing outcomes in line with previous observations. The therapy entails transduction of CD34+ cells from the patient's bone marrow with a retroviral vector carrying the correct ADA gene. Cells are transduced in a clinical manufacturing facility nearby the hospital and reinfused fresh into the patient following low-dose chemotherapy. Overall, the treatment requires hospitalization for approximately six weeks and entails the presence of family members (parents and often siblings), given the patient's very young age. Today, Strimvelis is delivered exclusively at the San Raffaele Hospital in Milan, where all competences and structures required reside. All personnel have received specific training; a charitable program in support of the patients' families during the treatment is in place. The Italian healthcare system set a price for the treatment that is the basis for agreements with national health systems and insurance bodies for cost coverage. Overall, Strimvelis serves as an example of innovative therapy for an extremely rare disease made accessible to patients [3] that applies the best practices available at the time of its development. Therapy with Strimvelis is the starting model for the implementation of innovative gene therapy medicinal products and of new gene therapy production processes for other rare genetic diseases. These could include, for example, the introduction of a freezing step in the preparation of the transduced cells. In all cases, only a few, specialised centres will be able to accrue the competences and facilities needed to offer advanced therapies such as Strimvelis to patients in an efficient and safe way. While this and other solutions may contribute to enriching the portfolio of available gene therapies, Strimvelis will stay as an effective treatment benefitting children with ADA-SCID today and in the future.
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"Mitochondrial DNA mutation m.3243A>G" -a phenotypic chameleon independent of age and gender Katharina Niedermayr 
Background
In general, diagnosis of a mitochondrial disorder is based on symptom combinations and confirmed by genetic findings. However, patients carrying the m.3243A>G mutation in the mitochondrial tRNAleucine 1 (MT-TL1) do not always meet all the proposed criteria for the most frequently encountered mitochondrial syndrome "MELAS", which is an acronym for mitochondrial myopathy, encephalopathy, lactic acidosis and at least one stroke-like episode. We here present various phenotypic characteristics of the mitochondrial mutation m.3243A>G with particular focus on the cardiac manifestations.
Fig. 1 (abstract P29). Potential for Improvements of European Paediatric Regulatory Framework
Methods and results
We followed nine patients (1 month to 68 years old; median 42 years; four female and five male) from nine different families with this m.3243A>G mutation in the mitochondrial tRNA-leucine 1 (MT-TL1). The classical "MELAS"-criteria are only met by three of these patients. Elektrocardiography shows preexcitation pattern with short PQ or rather PR intervals and delta waves (Wolff-Parkinson-White -WPW) in three patients and sick-sinus-syndrome plus atrioventricular block I°in one patient. Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy was found in eight patients with moderate to severe regurgitation of various valves. Conclusion Cardiac manifestation can encompass hypertrophic or dilated cardiomyopathy, as well as preexcitation syndromes or conduction delay. In general, the clinical presentation to fulfill the" MELAS"-criteria varies due to heteroplasmy. Thus, cardiologists should screen patients with unexplained cardiac features in the context of deafness, short stature and learning disabilities for mtDNA mutations, especially m.3243A>G mutation. A clear diagnosis is essential as a basis for prognostic advice concerning the disease course and clinical impact on family testing.
Acknowledgement
Original article is ahead of print in Congenital Heart Disease. To prepare the roll-out of EUPID in the Rare Disease community, EUPID's compliance with the GDPR requirements had to be assessed. Methods EUPID pseudonymisation results in a context-specific patient registration, i.e. one and the same patient receives different pseudonyms in different contexts [1] . Since EUPID stores the relationships between the pseudonyms, it can-provided the availability of necessary patient consents -facilitate linkage of identities and, subsequently, of data from different contexts at a later stage (privacy preserving record linkage -PPRL). EUPID does not store unencrypted versions of identifying variables like names or the dates of birth. Besides general aspects of the GDPR, the following requirements concerning personal rights were verified: Right on Rectification, Erasure, to be forgotten, Restriction of Processing, Portability and Objection. Results The GDPR emphasises pseudonymisation as a crucial measure for achieving data protection through technology and to diminish the risk for a personal data breach. Therefore, EUPID supports third-party systems to achieve GDPR-compliance. EUPID Services follow the principles of Privacy by Design (data minimisation, pseudonymisation, encoding/hashing, encryption, and key sharing restrictions including Trusted Third Parties) and Privacy by Default (minimisation of personal data processing, data encoding before transmission) and EUPID Services feature dedicated measures to fulfil the personal rights defined by the GDPR.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the EUPID Services are compliant with the applicable terms of the GDPR concerning the treatment of patient identification data and their registration as well as pseudonymisation. Future extensions will provide more advanced functionalities, in particular patient self-management and consent management. The Basque Country of Spain has about 2.2 million inhabitants. Recently (2015) its Health Department established a Rare Diseases Registry (RER-CAE), as a part of its strategy on Rare Diseases (RD). This strategy also establishes specific RD committees in the main hospitals to help information dissemination and collaborative network. The registry relies mainly on direct notification by clinicians. Hence, Basque Public Health Service (BPHS) has introduced an application form, whereby the specialists inform about the clinical aspects of diagnosed cases. This form, besides notifying the case to the registry, allows lighting a beacon in the system to let all clinicians know about the patients affected by rare diseases. The RER-CAE, along with this clinical information, collects personal data from BPHS databases, and disease-specific data gathered from Orphanet. To encourage the participation of clinicians, and to ensure completeness, the cases which could refer to a group of about three hundred RD are systematically retrieved from BPHS databases. After a first screening, the RD potential cases are returned to clinicians, asking them to confirm RD real cases by filling out the application form. Nowadays there are 3,105 cases registered, belonging to 3,090 patients, and standing for 479 different RD (Orpha codes). 86.4% reach "disease" granularity level and 13.6% belong to "group of diseases" granularity level. The ten most prevalent diseases account for the 31% of the cases, among them: Neurofibromatosis type 1, Retinitis pigmentosa, Hereditary Fig. 1 (abstract P32) . In order to easily recognize patient registration via EUPID Services, a dedicated logo has been created which contains a QR code that leads to the corresponding website: https://eupid.eu haemorrhagic telangiectasia, Autoimmune hepatitis or Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. Conversely, for now, 228 diseases have only one case registered, some of them very rare diseases, such as: Distal myopathy with anterior tibial onset, Hemorrhagic disease due to alpha-1-antitrypsin Pittsburgh mutation, X-linked intellectual disability-hypotonia-movement disorder syndrome, or Pierpont syndrome. Using Orphanet' s linearity system for grouping the registered diseases, Developmental anomalies during embryogenesis (22.6%), Neurologic (17.8%), Systemic and rheumatological (8.5%), Inborn errors of metabolism (8.1%) and Endocrine (4.4%) are the most prevalent groups of diseases. The participation of the different clinical services is highly variable, both between and within hospitals, being the more involved ones Internal Medicine (15% of registered cases), Genetics (14%), Digestive (11%), Pediatrics (10%) and Neurology (8%). All these figures should be carefully considered, as the data are still too scarce to jump to highly significant conclusions. Incoming challenges include: to encourage clinicians' implication; to return them registrygenerated information; and to improve relationships with other registries, to both national and international scope, aiming to share information. PIDs being chronic diseases, adherence to treatment and medical followup are important. During regular visits to specialist(s) patients can report their tolerability to treatments. Keeping records of treatment history requires a lot of paperwork, especially for patients receiving IG therapy which, as human plasma derived medicinal products require rigorous compliance to reporting measures. This documentation is heavy to maintain and difficult to manage. Project leader IPOPI, International Patient Organisation for Primary Immunodeficiencies, launched the first mobile application developed by a patient organisation for PID patients for worldwide use. Objectives PIDGenius assists patients in:
-coping with their condition and treatment -easing the discussion with specialists -keeping track of key data and documents
PIDGenius: different services
A profile with a summary of the patient and condition (Fig. 1) Health diary (Fig. 2) where patients can record their:
-treatments -different parameters (physical, infections, mood, absences) -vaccines -appointments Description of treatments patient is on (Fig. 3) Dashboards displaying stored information, facilitating discussions with specialists (Fig. 4) Documents section, where patients have them at hand Emergency card summarizing information about the patient, condition and contacts.
Method IPOPI set up two working panels, one of patients and one of physicians, to release an app based on patients' needs and physicians' views. Both panels were composed of people from different world regions to address items comprehensively, regardless of the country where the patient lives. Technical and legal issues PIDGenius complies with European regulation, one of the most rigorous legislations on personal data protection worldwide. PID Genius works on Android and iOS systems. Data are accessible on patients' device on and offline, and stored on Azur cloud by Microsoft, offering the highest level of security to avoid any breach in patient privacy. The cloud is based in European Union. Only the patient can access personal data.
Next steps
The app is registered worldwide. The language of the app is English and will be translated into additional languages within the forthcoming months.
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Background
The European Consortium of Lipodystrophy (ECLip) has set up a registry for patients with lipodystrophy using the OSSE (www.osse-register.de/en) open source software. The consortium consists of an association of European experts in the field of lipodystrophy. As lipodystrophy is an extremely rare disease divided into even rarer subtypes, research in this area is extremely difficult and international cooperation is essential [1] . The technical development and configuration of the registry was carried out by the Medical Informatics Group at the University Hospital Frankfurt supported by the IT administration team of the Institute of Epidemiology and Medical Biometry of the University Ulm. Methods The Open Source Software OSSE (Open Source Registry System for Rare Diseases in the EU) provides a software to set up a rare disease Fig. 2 (abstract P34) . Health diary Fig. 3 (abstract P34) . Treatments   Fig. 4 (abstract P34 ). Dashboards specific registry [2] . The fundamental goal of OSSE is to provide the possibility to create and establish a patient registry without extensive IT knowledge. The platform is web based and designed to comply to data protection requirements and preserve data sovereignty. Before running the registry, the data structure as well as the case report forms (CRF) have been defined. The users of the different sites of the ECLip Group were involved early in this process to define a harmonized dataset for the registry. In addition, the group developed a patient consent form and a data protection concept. After setting up the server of the registry, provided by the University Hospital Ulm, the dataset was defined in the central metadata repository (MDR). The use of this central MDR allows to specify the data elements collected in the registry [3, 4] . The goal of this approach is to have consistent records with detailed descriptions and units of each items. Thus, it is possible to improve the quality of the documentation.
Results
The final result is a patient registry for the collection of data on patients with lipodystrophy, based on the software system OSSE. In the process, more than 400 collected data elements were created in finally 35 different base-or longitudinal CRF. Moreover, the productive system was started and the first patient data was entered after a positive ethic vote of the individual locations. Discussion By providing a platform for the networking of different experts for lipodystrophy from different countries and medical disciplines, it will become possible to compare diagnosis of and care for affected patients across Europe. 
Background
Finding specialized health care providers is often a huge challenge for people with Rare Diseases (RD) and their relatives [1] . Helping to tackle this problem in Germany, the project se-atlas -Mapping of Health Care Providers for People with Rare Diseases started in 2013. The Federal Ministry of Health in Germany initially funded the project, being part of the National Plan of Action for People with Rare Diseases [2] . The objective of se-atlas is to present health care providers and support groups related to RD in Germany in an interactive map view as well as in form of a list [3] . Since its launch in 2015 the platform is online available at www.se-atlas.de. Methods After developing and testing the platform, the database of se-atlas has still to be filled with specialized health care providers and support groups for RD. To achieve a high-quality-based dataset, an editor team took up the work, reviews new entries and updates the database periodically. In the course of the project period, different data sources were migrated. Besides data from disease related expert associations, German members of the European Reference Networks and data from the project partner Orphanet Germany, many data were transmitted from support groups to se-atlas. To underline the importance of support groups and their expertise for RD, they can additionally affirm health care providers, which are specialized for their disease. Furthermore, experts for RD registered by themselves and proofed by the editor team are part of the current database.
Results and Outlook
Since the launch of se-atlas in March 2015, the database is growing steadily. Today the platform includes 1574 special consultations or special ambulances, more than 850 subordinated health care facilities and 198 parent facilities as well as 366 support groups for RD, including the members of Alliance of Chronic Rare Diseases (ACHSE e.V.). Besides the growing database, the number of visitors and external links are rising continuously which demonstrates the relevance of se-atlas and results in a better SEO-ranking at Google and other search engines. Even after 3 years se-atlas.de the data is not completed. Therefore, the overall goal is continuing filling the database in particular with the help of active support groups and further ensuring the quality of the data in the long term. Objective Four years after its publication, the implementation of the National Action Plan (NAP) is still forced by the members of the National Action League for People with Rare Diseases (NAMSE). In the following we will outline a general overview of what has been successfully finished and the next steps. Method Since the publication of the NAP, the state of progress in implementing its action and projects has been monitored regularly on the basis of information from the responsible NAMSE partners. With the help of this information, measures can be divided into different degrees of implementation. To ensure the long-term implementation and continual further development of the Action Plan, a sustainable organisational structure for NAMSE has to be developed.
Results
Directive 2011/24EU on the application of patients' rights in crossborder healthcare envisages the implementation of European Reference Networks (ERN). These are networks connecting national health care providers and national centres of expertise of highly specialised healthcare, for the purpose of improving access to diagnosis, treatment and the provision of high-quality healthcare for patients. On 1st March 2017, 24 thematic European Reference Networks began to work, gathering together over 900 highly specialised healthcare units from 26 countries. 120 German healthcare units out of 58 hospitals are involved. A main focus of the German NAP is still the establishment of the centres' scheme for rare diseases with centres of expertise. Therefore, a consensus was reached on the criteria catalogues for type A (reference) centres and type B (expertise) centres by NAMSE. The evaluation of the criteria catalogues is the main task of NAMSE. Therefor a new structure of the National Action League has to be build. Moreover, in several workshops all agreed, that NAMSE should stay the national council responsible for coordinating and publishing the common efforts. Conclusion Four years after the publication of the National Action Plan most of the proposed measures have been implemented. Some of the measures are due to the establishment of the centres' scheme for rare diseases. Main goal is currently to make NAMSE fit for further actions by continuing the National Action League on a sustainable basis. Details are currently under discussion. 
Trial design
The efficacy of the INNOVCare pilot is measured based on a basic two-condition repeated-measures design [1] or rotation design [2] which ensures that all participants receive the intervention; just at different times [3] . Methods Participants are rare and complex disease patients and their families living in the county of Salaj in Romania. All 60 beneficiaries from the NoRo Centre implementing the intervention were automatically eligible. To add an element of external validity [4] , further 60 individuals were randomly sampled from the rare disease registry of the county using proportional stratified sampling [5] . All 120 participants were randomly allocated into two cohorts using randomised block design [4] . The first received the intervention during the first nine months and the second, during the following nine months of the pilot (Fig. 1) . Intervention The case management services offered to the participants aims at relieving their burden of care management by linking health services to employment, social and support services. Quality of life is measured using generic instruments while specific objectives are measured using tailored questions. The resulting questionnaires for patients and their families were completed at three points in time (Fig. 1) . Results Preliminary results (from the first two measurements) show that the intervention has no significant impact on quality of life, but show significant improvement in six of the eight specific objectives of the intervention. The two exceptions are: increasing "acceptance in the community" and "peer-to-peer learning" (Fig. 2) . Conclusion So far, the intervention can be considered successful in terms of its social impact e.g. patients are more empowered, informed and have higher self-confidence. Although there were no measurable effects regarding quality of life, it should be considered that quality of life: Can only be affected indirectly, is a complex phenomenon and requires time to improve considerably and is additionally affected by external factors e.g. disease and degree of disability.
Fig. 1 (abstract P38). Trial design
Fig. 2 (abstract P38). Preliminary results
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The TREAT-NMD Advisory Committee for Therapeutics: A multidisciplinary expert approach to drug development advice Cathy Turner 
Background
The TREAT-NMD Advisory Committee for Therapeutics (TACT) was established to provide independent and objective guidance on the preclinical and development pathway of potential therapies for rare neuromuscular diseases [1] . Some Challenges in Therapy Development for Rare Neuromuscular Disease For a number of reasons, most clinical trials in rare disease fail (Fig. 1) . Under strict confidentiality agreements and checking for conflicts, a panel of reviewers (10-15) is convened every 6 months in response to the particular needs and questions of applications 3. A 6-week online review between the experts is followed by a face-to-face meeting and discussion with the applicant 4. A comprehensive and confidential advisory report is sent to the applicant after the meeting 5. TACT does not recommend projects to be funded but a review is often used to help support funding applications -indeed, funders often refer applicants to TACT Fig. 1 (abstract P39 ). The majority of clinical trials in rare disease do not result in the delivery of a therapy Using the database, we evaluated incidence and prevalence of acromegaly in our country [1] . In a collaborative study with Campania we compared mortality rates between 407 Bulgarian and 212 Italian patients for the period 1999-2008 [2] . In a retrospective manner we evaluated the biochemical outcome in 534 patients over a 30-year period of time [3] . We assessed quality of life (QoL) using the Acromegaly Quality of Life Questionnaire (AcroQoL) in 212 patients over a six-year period of time in a cross-sectional manner, and 70 patients of them were followed-up prospectively [4] . Results Based on 792 patients we found a maximal incidence in the 80s -2.9 cases/million/year, prevalence of 48.4 cases/million, and 1.7:1 female/male ratio. In the mortality study the Bulgarian patients had decreased life expectancy compared to the general population, while the Italian cohort had normal life expectancy ( Table 1 ). The main difference between both cohorts was higher percentage of disease control in the Italian patients 50.1% vs. 39.1%, p<0.05, due to the use of somatostatin analogues (SSAs) and Pegvisomant that were lacking in Bulgaria during the study period. Table 2 shows the effect of different treatment approaches on normalization of both GH and IGF-1. In regards to the QoL, in the cross-sectional group female gender, older age, lack of disease control, prior radiotherapy were independently related to worse scores of different scales of AcroQoL. In the prospective group achievement of remission, SSA treatment and lack of hypopituitarism predicted improvement of the scores of some of the scales. Conclusions Suboptimal treatment of acromegaly is related to higher mortality rates. Dopamine agonist treatment is effective in approximately onefifth of the patients. Quality of life is a multifactorial issue that needs further investigation.
Gaucher organizations worldwide have a common voice in the European Gaucher Alliance (EGA), which is the umbrella organization of 47 national organizations. Treatment of Gaucher patients varies in the EGA member countries. There are many examples of good practice in individual countries. The examples of good practice were collected in 2015 through a questionnaire asking about the routine monitoring tests, enzyme replacement therapy (e.g. home treatment, equipment for intravenous infusion), substrate reduction therapy and the other aspects of the daily life of Gaucher patients (e.g. travelling, privileges, meetings). 131 patients from 22 countries responded to the questionnaire. A reader-friendly brochure has been prepared which will be shared with the Gaucher community intending to help improve daily life with Gaucher disease. Some examples of good practice:
All Gaucher patients from my country travel on the same day to the same hospital where we all undertake monitoring tests. This also proves a good opportunity to meet each other. transport the drug in a cool bag and store it in a kitchen refrigerator (I check that the temperature is 2-8°C) until the infusion is administered at home.
When I am home alone, I use a "Y-system", which means I connect both bottles (one with the drug and the other with saline for flushing) to the system. When the first bottle is empty, I only open the flow of the second bottle. When I don't use a "Y-system", I ask somebody to change the bottles for me, as this is quite difficult to manage by myself, as the metal needle in the vein should not move too much.
A telescopic intravenous stand, designed for home treatment, is very useful and it does not remind you on the hospital equipment. The weight of this stand is 2 kg and when folded it does not take much space and it is easy to carry.
With several weeks of vacation, I take my infusion two weeks on a row upfront and possibly after returning again two weeks on a row.
Longer patient meetings (e.g. for two days) are better than one-day meetings, as the participants become more relaxed and open, especially when we discuss difficult or personal topics.
Speaker presentations S1
The challenges and opportunities of crowdfunding rare disease research Heather C. Etchevers Aix-Marseille Univ, Marseille Medical Genetics (MMG), INSERM U1251, Marseille, France Orphanet Journal of Rare Diseases 2018, 13(Suppl 2):S1
In 2014, with the assistance of the Blackswan Foundation and its rare disease crowdfunding platform, RE(ACT) Community, I raised donations of over 33,000 euros from more than 80 individual backers for my academic research group. The stated goal of our project was to constitute a French national registry and biobank devoted to the rare birth defect known as the giant congenital melanocytic nevus. This resource is now a reality, though funding remains extremely limited to fully exploit its potential. Our experience was rich in lessons. What are measures of success in terms of greater knowledge about the subject of study, benefit to patients, or scientific crowdfunding in general? How satisfied are the people involved in conceiving of, promoting and finally getting to work on crowdfunded projects, and who are they? In this presentation, I also referred to two other recent examples of crowdfunded rare disease-related projects, the "Lil'BUBome" and the "Cure Black Bone Disease" projects, to pinpoint both intermediate and unmitigated successes. A common lesson learned was that scientific crowdfunding can be more of an exercise in scientific and rare disease communication exchange with the general public, than a useful investment of time from a fundraising perspective. Campaigns need to be entertaining or distracting, in order to retain the attention necessary to open wallets to support it. Another lesson was that it is certainly not a simple way of raising funds or predictably proportionate to the effort required. Anyone considering a new crowdfunded project needs to plan a calendar for their entire campaign many months before launch, having gathered a small team of motivated partners with defined roles concerning the actual project advancement, plus video shoots, webpage and social media updates, conceiving of stretch goals, and other classical management aspectsin addition to their day jobs, often as scientists. Success can be measured in terms of attaining modular and self-sufficient funding goal levels during the campaign, involving multiple people affected by the condition studied, obtaining further grants from more traditional sources, producing peer-reviewed publications or other tangibles based on results obtained, earning positive attention for the institutions in which such projects are taking place, and ultimately gaining and disseminating knowledge of direct benefit to the rare disease community. 
S2
Background
There is consensus among experts that the involvement of patients and citizens in health technology assessment (HTA) processes is valuable since they can provide specific insights into aspects of their disease, health-related quality of life, available therapies and relevant outcomes. The European Network for HTA (EUnetHTA), funded by the European Commission, recognised the need for improved and standardised involvement processes in its HTAs (rapid relative effectiveness assessments). Methods We aimed at testing different methods for patient involvement in HTAs on pharmaceuticals and non-pharmaceutical technologies: Patient input template (open questions sent via Email to relevant patient organisations) (n= number of assessments: 1); scoping meetings with patients/patient representatives (n=2); semi-structured interviews (n=3) and focus groups (n=2) that are recorded, transcribed and analysed. European patient & consumer organisations provided input to the overview of preferred methods. The respective method chosen was dependent on the topic of the HTA and different circumstances (like timelines of HTA and burden on the patient) were considered. Results Patients were included in 2 of 3 published pharmaceutical HTAs by means of semi-structured interviews and in 3 of 6 published HTAs in non-pharmaceutical technologies by means of focus group, scoping meeting, and other approach (i.e. written feedback on scope -as tested out in the beginning). Three of 7 ongoing HTAs in nonpharmaceutical technologies included patients (focus groups, scoping meeting, semi-structured interviews, patient input template). Due to inability of identifying suitable patients or tight timelines it was not possible to include patients in all HTAs. Results gathered provided patients' perspectives on health-related quality of life and informed outcome measures. Involvement of patients in the early stages of an HTA i.e. in defining the scope was shown most useful. General challenges identified were identification of participants representative for the patient group, patient involvement within given timelines and how to handle input from a limited number of patients. One of the pharmaceutical HTAs and none of the nonpharmaceutical technologies was dealing with a rare disease.
Conclusions
The different approaches proved useful for complementing HTA processes. However, further testing and evaluation of these approaches is needed to gain insights into the impact of patient involvement on European HTAs and to refine the methods for patient involvement. Currently, EUnetHTA is working to establish a procedure for topic identification, selection and prioritization where proposals from stakeholders i.e. input from patient organisations will play a role. In The Netherlands the Zorginsitituut (ZINL) advises the ministry of Health on inclusion of new therapies in the reimbursement. Two examples were presented on how Quality of life was considered during the evaluation. Eculizumab for treatment of Paroxysmal Nocturnal Hemoglobinuria (PNH) PNH is a rare disease where destruction of red blood cells is caused by a misfunctioning of the C5 (part of the immune system). This leads to anemia and clot formation in blood vessels and to severe fatigue and iron deficiency. The standard of care was frequent blood transfusion and the use of anti-clotting agents and, if a donor was available, stem cell transplantation. By binding to C5 eculizumab stops the breakdown of red blood cells. Cost: 360.000€ p/yr. After registration in 2007 the product got conditional reimbursement and around 70/140 PNP patients are treated with eculizumab in the Nijmegen expert center. During the re-evaluation (2016) ZINL concluded the product was marginally effective and certainly not cost-effective. The patient organization, in collaboration with the expert center, collected real world evidence data on Quality of life and participation in daily life activities. Results showed that the labor participation of patients who received eculizumab from diagnosis was almost equal to the general population as was their quality of life. Based on these results and after price negotiations by the ministry of health the product continues to be reimbursed. The work of the patient organisation did pay of and real world data from a non-validated survey were taken into account.
S3
Mammaprint (MP) in breast cancer
Patients with primary breast cancer can get adjuvant chemotherapy after surgery to prevent recurrence of the disease. The need for chemotherapy is determined based on clinical items (seize of the tumor, nr of lymph nodes involved, histology etc). The MP is a genetic test resulting in a more detailed picture. Around 23% of patients have a high risk clinical and a low risk MP so they have the option to refrain from toxic chemotherapy. The MINDACT study showed a 5-year disease free survival (DFS) of 94.5% based on clinical prediction and 92% based on MP. Patients and physicians argued that the fact that 23% less patients received chemotherapy after applying MP (associated with side effects and Quality of life) outweighed the small deterioration in DFS. The MP was assessed through EUnetHTA and the outcome was negative. To the opinion of patients and doctors QoL of life was insufficiently taken into account.
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Integrated care -patient perspective Sweden Beata Ferencz (beata.ferencz@sallsyntadiagnoser.se) Rare Diseases Sweden, Stockholm, Sweden Orphanet Journal of Rare Diseases 2018, 13(Suppl 2):S4 Sweden is one of the few countries that has yet to adopt a national plan for Rare Diseases. Several independent agencies and authorities have acknowledged major shortcomings with coordinated care and continuity within the Swedish healthcare system. This impacts individuals with a rare disease extensively. Knowledge and research is scarce, diagnosis is delayed, there is a lack of coordination and access to treatment is unequal. See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the points of contact within a care system that a caregiver needs to coordinate for an individual with a rare disease. Williams syndrome is caused by a spontaneous deletion of 26-28 genes on chromosome 7. Children with Williams syndrome have a complex mix of extraordinary gifts and challenges. They are often social, friendly and endearing and bring an immense joy and perspective to their families. Nonetheless, a set of challenges can be present including potentially life-threatening cardiovascular problems including anesthesia concerns, ADHD, general anxiety disorder and delays in motor and speech development. Children need early intervention and coordinated medical care to avoid potentially life-threatening situations. Despite the presence of extensive medical guidelines for Williams syndrome the care is still highly dependent on caregivers [1] . The Swedish habilitation system offers treatments to children and adults with disability to develop motor, language and communication skills. They also offer great programs in terms of education for parents and other community support services. While they meet many of the early intervention needs the resources are scarce and the access to habilitation is unequal. Currently efforts to coordinate care is limited in Sweden and there is a necessity to develop multidisciplinary teams/and or clinics. The Swedish Center for Rare Diseases have the potential to offer solutions and while they are promising it is necessary that they receive more resources to meet the needs of the rare disease community. It is essential that we recognize rare diseases as a public health priority. While each diagnosis may be rare, there are approximately 400 000 individuals living with a rare disease in Sweden today. Yet, this is a group that essentially doesn't exist in population studies or registries. In order to provide the necessary care for individuals with rare diseases we need to implement orphacodes, develop registries, and recognizing rare diseases as a public health priority. More than anything we need to recognize the immense knowledge that patients provide and include them on all levels.
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Failures to further developing orphan medicinal products after designation granted in Europe Viviana Giannuzzi, Annalisa Landi, Adriana Ceci Fondazione Gianni Benzi Onlus, Valenzano, 70010 Italy Correspondence: Viviana Giannuzzi (vg@benzifoundation.org) Orphanet Journal of Rare Diseases 2018, 13(Suppl 2):S5
The research and development process in the field of rare diseases is characterised by many well-known difficulties. As a consequence, a large percentage of orphan medicines does not reach the market or the market authorisation is often granted on the basis of literature/ retrospective data, i.e. outside a classic phase I-III scheme. A recently published work identified orphan medicinal products designated in Europe under Regulation (European Commission) 141/ 2000 that failed to reach the market authorisation and investigated the stage of the development process at the time of its interruption, the reasons for and possible factors influencing failures [1] . EuOrphan Fig. 1 (abstract S4) . Example of a care map for a person with rare disease with points of contact and frequency and official sources were used and a literature search with a welldefined search strategy was performed. This study points out that about 28% failed the developmental process: 34 out of 788 designations failed the marketing authorisation process and 185 were abandoned during the development. Most part of drugs getting to the marketing authorisation application reaches the phase III. In contrast, the majority of abandoned drugs apparently never started the development process, since no data on 48.1% of them were published and the 3.2% did not progress beyond the non-clinical stage. With regards to the reasons for failures, the main ones were efficacy/ safety issues, as generally happens for non-orphan medicines. However, also insufficient data, quality, regulatory and commercial issues raised in marketing authorisation failures; company inactivity/bankruptcy, change of company strategy and drug competition resulted further reasons for development failure. Unfortunately, no information was available for 23.2% of the analysed products. The paucity of publicly available information represents a problem still under debate, as it deals with the 'transparency' of results. In fact, Regulation (EC) 141/2000 dictates that the developmental stage of orphans has to be provided only to the European Agency on a confidential basis; furthermore, the publication of clinical trials, completion and discontinuation, in the EU registry has been made mandatory only with the new Regulation on clinical trials (EU) 536/2014. Concluding, completing the R&D process still remains a challenging issue for orphan medicines. Not only networking and collaboration, availability of public data and economic support/incentives, but also a stronger regulatory support and methodology to gain the reliable evidence supporting the marketing authorisation represent key ways to reduce the risk for failure of medicines for rare disease patients. Global ecosystems joining patients to clinicians and researchers and providing links for clinical trials, and new drug discovery, already exist. Some are run by charitable foundations, some by research organizations and some driven by patients, and all the examples mentioned here are powered by Pulse Infoframe Inc. (Pulse). Pulse focuses on rare diseases and cancers -which, given the identification of genetic subtypes -often fall into the categories of a rare disease. The company recognized many years ago that its disease focused ecosystems should be global and that the design should give something to all the participants. The first such registry, the Global Melanoma Research Network, was set up in Canada in 2011 to join 12+ major research centres across Canada. More than 3,000 patients have taken part and their input provides relevant data to patient advocates for drug access and pharmaceutical companies to support the drug approval process. Researchers -and more than 48 scientists as well as 44 special physicians -have joined the network, resulting in changes to treatment for some sub-types of melanoma. All the data -more than 250 different pieces of data are collected for each patient -are organized into an ontology that facilitates acceptance by regulatory bodies such as the FDA and EMA.
The Orphan Disease Center at University of Pennsylvania has selected Pulse to power its global, rare disease registries, starting with CDKL5. Although very few in number (approximately 1,500 diagnosed patients around the world) ODC is spearheading global cooperation which has already sped up the pace of understanding of this disorder, with the goal of characterizing the spectrum of symptoms and heterogeneity of disease presentation and facilitating trial recruitment. One very rare lymph node disease, Castleman Disease, now has a global registry than will soon span 5 continents. The drive to find a cure is strong as the creator of the registry is not only a physician and researcher, but also a patient with the disease [1] . This registry collects approximately 3,000 data points per patient and, as a result, this information has helped to characterize diagnostic tests for a disease which presents in multiple forms. Collaboration cures disease -but every member of the disease focused ecosystem must have a voice and gain some benefit from taking part, particularly patients. Patients with rare diseases need a global registry to maximize the chances of making clinical progress for their conditions. Driving research forward and initiating clinical trials into a rare disease can be undermined by challenges in patient recruitment and the difficulty in assembling large cohorts of affected individuals [1] . The International Rare Diseases Research Consortium (IRDiRC) is addressing this issue and recognising the scale of the "rare disease problem" has led to the realization that the time has arrived for global cooperation and collaboration among the many stakeholders active in rare diseases research [2] . At The Cure & Action for Tay-Sachs (CATS) Foundation we realised the key to advancing research to start any clinical trial into our rare diseases' (the lysosomal storage disorders Tay-Sachs and Sandhoff which have an incidence rate of 1 in 320,000) was to identify those research teams focusing their work on them. We then identified that the next step was to start a collaboration with these teams with the aim to one day having a treatment. Our role in this collaborative approach is an important one -we represent the patient by giving the disease a face and ensuring their best interests are at the forefront of all conversations. Due to the absence of resources from other sources, support from rare disease patient organisations can be crucial to the initiation and progress of biomedical research [3] . At The CATS Foundation we went a step further and set up the European Tay-Sachs and Sandhoff Charity Consortium (ETSCC) bringing together all the charities providing dedicated support and information on the diseases within Europe. Under the moto "One Group. One Goal. One Voice." we have developed a clear and consistent strategy on how to help families provide care and how we can best fund research together as a consortium. A collaborative approach to funding has enabled the charities to identify a variety of research projects that have the potential to treat Tay-Sachs and Sandhoff and the symptoms they cause. The success of this approach has seen us go from only one research project with a focus on a treatment for the diseases in 2011 to five potential treatment options being investigated in 2018. The ETSCC and its members are heavily involved in each of these projects.
We have a commitment to our rare disease community to provide children with these cruel diseases an opportunity to have a future, saving them from Tay-Sachs and Sandhoff disease. This drives our work forward and helps develop collaborations with research projects throughout Europe.
Creating the right environment. The strategic decision to invest in gene therapy by founding the SR-TIGET institute in 1995, in partnership with Ospedale San Raffaele in Milan, created an ideal research and clinical environment and allowed the recruitment and support of leading scientists and clinicians. Promoting excellent research to elucidate the disease mechanism, to study the disease natural history and to reach proof of principle of the therapeutic approach in reliable animal models. Continued financial support relied on rigorous review of the proposed activities and monitoring of results. Developing the appropriate gene therapy platform and investing in the production of the medicinal product according to good manufacturing procedures. This step enabled a clinical trial complying with regulatory requirements. Acquiring orphan drug designation (ODD) for the ADA-SCID gene therapy. ODD was obtained from both the European Medicines Agency and the American Food and Drug Administration, as it was deemed crucial to secure market exclusivity for prospective development partners. Performing a phase I/II clinical trial according to good clinical practices. The first ADA-SCID patient was treated by the SR-TIGET team in 2002; in 2009 the therapy was proven safe and effective for all 12 children treated [2] . Partnering with pharma to reach marketing authorization. The alliance with GlaxoSmithKline in 2010 made the completion of the development process possible, thanks to the company's competences and resources, which complemented those by SR-TIGET, and covered other gene therapies being developed within the institute. The therapy for ADA-SCID gained marketing authorization in Europe as Strimvelis® in May 2016 [3] . The alliance set an example for subsequent partnerships with other companies, safeguarded researchers' independence, kept intellectual property rights with Fondazione Telethon and Ospedale San Raffaele and included binding conditions for therapy development by the company. In conclusion, the ADA-SCID case illustrates some key enabling factors for competitive/transformative research, which span from the promotion of excellent fundamental and pre-clinical research, to the identification and support of projects with translational potential, to the engagement in the fundamental steps for effective translational research. The digital patient creation and evolution was the main topic of the theme, namely, the obstacles to create digital resources and interactions in the health field, existing technologies and how they can modernize and offer innovative solutions to improve the patients' daily lives and develop the medical research. The examples presented were related with the collaborative care and analytics matters. The collaborative care is linked with telemedicine being integrated increasingly in clinical routine and the analytics proposes to give policy makers and clinicians the comprehension needed to take informed decisions. The HarmonicSS project is an example of collaborative care. It aims on bringing together regional, national and international cohorts of patients suffering of Primary Sjögren's Syndrome (pSS), with the inclusion of patients in clinical trials and taking into account the ethical, legal and privacy matters of data sharing from different countries, building a harmonized cohort. This will help the detection of clinical and health policy pSS unmet needs with the use of open services for big data mining, governance and visual analytics. The users of the platform are researchers, clinicians, health policy makers and pharmaceutical companies [1] . The next example is pocket mHealth, an Atos start-up initiative that is composed by a smartphone and a desktop application, installed at the medical centres and hospitals, providing universal and validated clinical information access at any time, bringing and managing the Electronic Health Record (EHR) in the smartphone validated by the medical professionals. Based on eHealth standards, allows the integration of clinical data coming from heterogeneous Hospital Information Systems (HIS), improving diagnosis, suppressing extra paper or DVD reports, avoiding duplications and unnecessary tests [2] . Finally, CrowdHealth project was presented as an example of analytics. The purpose is to deliver a platform that provides decision support to public health authorities for policy creation, from the exploitation of collective knowledge and its permutation with situational awareness artefacts. With the use of casual and risk stratification mechanisms and merging with simulation tools, it will simplify policies evaluation and optimization over visualizations of simulations and outcomes of evidence based analysis of prevention strategies [3] .
